NORMAL - Only the green POWER ON LED is on. All other LEDs are off.

PANEL - The key to open the panel can be found at this location: ____________________________

WHEN AUDIBLE DEVICES ARE SOUNding - FOR AN ALARM:
1) Evacuate the protected area.
2) Notify the monitoring service and/or the Fire Department immediately. Tell them briefly what happened and what your current status is.
3) If the Fire Department is responding, be prepared to provide directions to arriving firefighters.

FOR TROUBLE ONLY:
1) Notify the monitoring service and/or Fire Department if the host panel is connected to either one, and tell them what is happening.
2) Silence local piezo by pressing the TROUBLE SILENCE key. The yellow SYSTEM TROUBLE LED will remain on. Contact authorized service personnel immediately!

TO PAGE IN STANDBY or ALARM
1) Press the ALL-CALL switch to page to all zones or the desired Zone switch(es). This will override the evacuation tone/message if page is in alarm
2) Key the microphone by pressing switch on side of microphone.
3) Speak clearly into microphone.
4) Release microphone switch and press the ALL-CALL switch or Zone switch(es) to continue evacuation tone/message.

POWER FAILURE OR BROWNOUT - The AC power LED, located on the main circuit board, will go out for AC fail or brownout. SYSTEM TROUBLE LED and the local piezo will turn on for either condition. Contact authorized service personnel immediately. (Refer to Local Service Representative block below).

WARNING!
Do not allow trouble conditions to remain logged in the system. Protection that the system offers has been compromised, or eliminated when a trouble condition exists.

Local Service Representative
Name: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________
Telephone: ____________________________

Refer to the AUDIO•COMMAND•CENTER•25/50ZS Technical Manual P/N 51889 for more details.